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Overview:
•About the partnership

•Introduction to programs  

•Sanctuary and education sites

• Guiding principals of the 
Ecosystem Penpals program

•Project components

•Evaluation and future directions

Matt Limtiaco.



• Created by University of Hawai‘i and Seattle 

Aquarium while participating in a 10-day experiential 
leadership program, bringing together teachers and 
community leaders in marine science and traditional 
knowledge practices. 

•This program took place in the Papahānaumokuākea 
Marine National Monument, we were inspired to 
create an experiential program connecting students 
throughout the Pacific.



HIMB NWHI Research Partnership Outreach

• Emphasize the importance of scientific awareness & inquiry 

for both school & community audience

•Gain public recognition & knowledge of the research 

partnership, and HIMB science programs 

•Recruit the next generation of ocean scientists and managers 

•Make meaningful connections to marine science research & 
conservation Douglas Pebbles
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Plaintype by H.W. Henshaw, ca. 1895. Couresty of the Bishop Museum.

Charles Robert Pratsch, 1888-1913



a cultural & natural history exchange program that brings 
together students from different regions in the Pacific.

•compares the similarities and differences of natural 
and cultural environments in the Pacific 
•local ecosystems, cultures and traditional knowledge 
•important ocean science and climate change 

NOAA



Appreciation of Place - Knowing 
Where You Live 
•Create opportunities for self exploration in 
connection with the environment. Through 
familiarity with the surrounding natural world a 
shift in perspective can be achieved.

Appreciation of Heritage –
Knowing  Your Culture 
•The significance of place is underestimated in 
the creation of identity and individuality. Often 
times a cultural connection is intractably linked to 
the environment. 

Fostering an Ecological Identity 
•Facilitate participants to achieve active 
stewardship of natural and cultural resources  
within home communities. 

Matt Limtiaco



The program provides a framework for activity implementation,
connecting schools in the Pacific. The Ecosystem Penpals program 
will help students:

– Research, design and create field guides of their local 
environment and communities with a focus on understanding 
natural and cultural systems

– Create an “ecosystem suitcase” with objects from the natural 
environment, as well as cultural artifacts created by the students

– Create a forum for students to discuss relevant issues about their 
local ecosystem, including climate change and ocean literacy.

– Share personal experiences and local traditions

– Communicate across cultures through social networking



Short-term Medium-term Long-term

1. Increased 

identification skills of 

common plants and 

animals in local 

ecosystem

2. Increased 

communication skills in 

writing and 

corresponding with 

peers in other 

geographic areas

3. Increased familiarity 

with the local 

ecosystem and issues 

around ocean literacy 

and climate change

1. Relationship building 

with other cultures/ 

students in other 

geographic areas

2. Proficiency in letter 

writing communication 

and development of 

social skills

3.  Respect and 

appreciation for one‟s 

own traditional culture 

and enviornment

4.  Understanding of the 

connection between 

climate change and 

ocean health

1.  Support of ocean 

conservation and the 

expansion of marine 

protected areas

2. Increased advocacy 

for local marine 

environment and 

conservation

3. Career choices in 

ocean science or marine 

conservation 



ETHNICITY NEAH BAY HAHAIONE

American Indian/Alaskan Native 93.1% 0.2%

Asian 0.7% 36.9%

Pacific Islander 0.7% 10.6%

Hispanic 1.4% 1.8%

White/Portuguese 3.5% 27%

Other 0.6% 23.5%



•Field guide

•Ecosystem suitcase

•4 Written Exchanges

•Field Trips

•Culminating Activity 



•My species is (scientific/common names)

•General Characteristics (what they look like)

•Habitat (where it is found)

•Diet (what they eat)

•Adaptations/Behaviors 
(do they do anything special)

•Predators

•Environmental Threats

•Interesting Facts

•Picture (photograph/drawing, label features)

Matt  Limtiaco

Karen Matsumoto



•Marine conservation
•Marine science career pathways
•Hands-on demonstration of science tools
•Pacific marine ecosystems
•Introduction to marine sanctuaries/Northwestern 
Hawaiian Islands



Natural
•Shells, coral skeletons, sand, driftwood
•Flip book of coral
•Dried Lawa„e (a native plant) and bag of common limu 
•Map/photographs of the Northwestern Hawaiian Islands
•Hawaiian tides calendar
Cultural
•Kū Tiki, kukui nut lei, Hawaiian language coloring book
•Northwestern Hawaiian Island stickers and bookmarks 
Teacher Resources
•Native animals of Hawai„i coloring book by Patrick Ching, a famous local artists. 
•Hawaiian ocean activity book. 
•Getting Involved and Caring for Coastal Resources Community Guidebook. 
•Currents Marine Educators Journal, Northwestern Hawaiian Islands Special 
Edition. 



• who you are, where you come 
from, what activities you like

• about your local ecosystem and 
nearby national marine 
sanctuary/monument

• about what concerns you have 
regarding the ocean

• how you feel about climate 
change, how it may effect your 
ecosystem

• about what steps you are taking 
to protect the ocean

• about how your ecosystem is 
similar/different to your buddies 



•Getting students out of the classroom and 
into the field

•Hands-on marine science activities 
working with local marine ecosystem

•Listening to sounds in the ocean and 
learning how to graph them

•Collecting limu and invertebrates from 
fringing reef and learning how to sort and 
classify species

•Comparing experiences in 
local ecosystems with penpals



• Conducting simple field investigations 

using scientific methodology

• Exploring the beach and identifying

marine organisms

• Sharing their cultural knowledge about 

the local marine ecosystems

• Exploring ecological relationships and 

natural history of marine invertebrates

• Surveying local biodiversity and     

reporting their finding to local wildlife 

agencies

• Comparing their experiences with their 

penpals





Project Components AVG

Overall Class Satisfaction with Ecosystem Field Guide Activity 4

Overall Class Satisfaction with Ecosystem Suit Case Activity 3.7

Overall Satisfaction with Letter Writing Exchanges 4.7

Project(s) Creativity 4

Overall Teacher Satisfaction of Projects 4

Overall Student Satisfaction of Projects 4.3

Program Overhead

Project Coordination 4

Teacher Support 3.7

Classroom Visits (If applicable) 4.7

Overall Satisfaction of Program 4.3

Student Learning Outcomes

Program allowed students to develop research skills 4

Program allowed students to develop brainstorming skills 4

Program allowed students to develop written communication skills in corresponding with peers 4.7

Program allowed students to develop identification skills of endemic/native plants and animals in local 

ecosystem

4

Program allowed students to engage in comparison of different ecosystems and cultures 4.3

Students used local ecosystem as a context for learning about natural and cultural systems 4

Students increased their familiarity with local marine ecosystem and conservation issues 4

Students engaged in cultural exchange with another student in the Pacific 4.3

The desire to learn more about our marine environment 3.7



Project Components Avg

Did you like doing the Ecosystem Field Guide Activity? 4.4

Did you like doing the Ecosystem Suit Case Activity? 4.5

Did you like writing and receiving letters from your Ecosystem pen pal? 4.9

Did you like the classroom visits? 4.5

Overall, did you like the project? 4.7

Student Learning Outcomes

Did you learn something new about your marine ecosystem? 4.1

Did you learn something about the other schools marine ecosystem? 4.4

Did you learn something new about your culture? 3.6

Did you learn something about the other schools culture? 4.3

Did you learn something about marine conservation or environmental issues? 4.5

Student Changes in Perception

I have respect and appreciation for my local environment and culture 4.8

I understand the differences between my marine ecosystems and others in the Pacific 4.2

I am interested in a career in ocean science and marine conservation. 3.6

I want to participate in marine conservation/stewardship 4.0

I want to  learn more about our marine environment 4.7



•Continuation and expansion of 
program

•Improvements based on 
evaluation from pilot year

•Incorporation of other 
sanctuaries and systems 
throughout the Pacific

•Adoption of program to other 
schools and agencies

Malia Rivera



Carlie Wiener
Research & Outreach Specialist 
Northwestern Hawaiian Islands Research Partnership
cwiener@hawaii.edu
(808) 628-8666
www.hawaii.edu/himb

Karen Matsumoto
Marine Science Education Coordinator
Seattle Aquarium
karen.matsumoto@seattle.gov
(206) 386-4303
www.seattleaquarium.org
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